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Name   :  Yusuf Muda Utama
Address  :  Tirtasari I no.10, RT 12/09,
      Bandung 40151, West Java,
      Indonesia
Place/Date of Birth :  Sorowako, 9 January 1986
Gender   :  Male
Merital Status  :  Single
Nationality  :  Indonesia
Email Address :  yusuf.muda.utama@gmail.com
Mobile Number :  +62 813 2112 7721

1.  YPS Lawewu Kindergarten, Sorowako
2.  YPS Lawewu Elementary School, Sorowako
3.  YPS Singkole Junior High School, Sorowako
4.  Senior High School 2, Bandung
5.  Parahyangan Catholic University (UNPAR), Band-

-  Concepting idea, design
-  Free hand sketches, technical Drawings
-  Software skills :
 1.  Rhinoceros + Vray
 2.  Sketch Up
 3.  3d Max + Vray 
 4.  Autodesk AutoCad
 5.  Adobe Photoshop
 6.  Adobe Illustrator
 7.  Adobe InDesign
	 8.		Microsoft	Office	(Word,	Excel,	Power	Point)

1.  PT MEZAN Design Consultant (6 months)
     - Principal : Ir. Tony Sumartono
2.  PLUS Architects (6 months)
3.  ILATAAJ Architects (1 year 6 months)
     - Principal : Andrew Tirta Atmadjaja AA M.Arch (Project Distinction), ST.
4.  Partner Architect at 3OS (June 2011 - present)

1.  2007, Plaza Micro Unpar Competition (University intern project)
     - Honorable Mention Award
2.  2008, Graha Cipta Hadiprana Design Competition
     - Participant
3.  2009, Architectural Design Studio Final Project 
     - Nominee

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUNDS :

LIST OF COMPETENCE :

WORKING HISTORY :

ACHIEVEMENTS :
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Cafe @ Bandung

portfolio // Cafe @ Bandung

Located at Jalan Kalimantan, 
Central Bandung, West Java.

Proposal
(3OS project)
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01+02. Diagrams on existing-site
03. Plan drawing
04. View from entrance (at night)
05. A simple shape of pentagon prism
06. View from inside (at noon) pr
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We were assigned to design an 
attached building (marked in plan 
drawing) in front of the existing 
house.  

The client wants to build a small size 
cafe (total area approximately 71.1 
sqm)with a traditional colonial style 
in order to match with the existings.  

So we propose a simple shape of 
pentagon prism as a shelter.  We 
decided to make it as simple as pos-
sible due to limited budget.

Roof of the building deliberately per-
forated to create a shock effect in 
the room as the element of surprise.  
It gives a dramatic natural-lights ef-
fects in side.

Otherwise, the light coming out of 
the room at night is the main attrac-
tion.
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Pazia @ FX

portfolio // Pazia @ FX

Located in FX Mall, at Senayan, cen-
ter of Jakarta.

Completed
(ilataaj project)
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01. View from cafe area
02. Axonometric view
03. View from entrance
      (in different color ambience)

Kids section  

Service zone 

Smoker’s 
room

Service zone

Entrance

Area Cafe & 
display

Multi-function 
room

Display area
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The objective is to change the brand 
identity of Pazia shops -which the cli-
ent	do	not	feel	fit	anymore	with	their	
last shop’s layout- into a brand new 
image, a high technological touch.

The site is located in the edge of the 
building, and got the whole view 
both from the Sudirman boulevard 
and GBK street.

We’re trying to create a vocal point 
at the center of the area which 
equipped with LED RGB lights and 
interactive touchscreen on the box 
cube.  
The box itself are intended to be 
a multifunction room, display or 
a class/conference room that 
equipped with interactive tools on 
the glass wall.

Outside of the center are used as 
display areas, kids section, and cafe.



portfolio // Pazia @ FX
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04. Sofa could be arranged 
      into a decorative
      furniture while temporary
      not in use
05. A display tree, made              
      of laser-cutted steel sheet
06. Display table
07. ‘U’ shape stainless steel           
      as the furniture lighting 
      element, and a cove at 
      the middle of display   
      table designed for 
      power access pr
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We designed the whole elements in 
this shop.  Include the furnitures and 
the lighting.

For example the display table are 
designed to be integrated with the 
lighting and power system.  
Or the sofa in the box cube, not just 
for the seating function itself but also 
as the decorative furniture when its 
not in use.
And so does the display tree, inter-
active table, pivot display door, kids 
section, etc.

In this project, i was contibuted from 
the very beginning of the project 
through concepting idea, 3d model-
ling and rendering, design develop-
ment (drawings), until supervision on 
site.
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portfolio // Pazia @ FX
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09. Kids section area, rear view    
      from entrance
10. The sofa
11. Kids section area, front view
12. Ilataaj team

(above)
Precise drawings for ‘‘projector’s house’’, made of multi-layers 
transparent acrylic covered with mirror stickers.  
Accurate modelling based on Rhinoceros to support drawings for 
laser-cut.
I have contributed in modelling and drawing process.
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Pazia @ PI

portfolio // Pazia @ PI

Located in Plaza Indonesia Mall, 
at Senayan, center of Jakarta.

Completed
(ilataaj project)

01. Plan
02. View from entrance
03 - 06.  Display area pr
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Still from the same client, Pazia.  We 
were appointed to design a new 
shop with challenging site.  The site’s 
shape is irregular, and more to be 
like a ‘bottle-neck’ where the en-
trance area is quiet small than the 
inside.

So we try to create dramatic conti-
nous
line-pattern at the display area 
(marked on plan) to catch people’s 
attention inside.

The pattern itself made of aluminium 
‘T’	profile,	combined	with	vinyl	wood	
panel.
Sometimes there are interception 
for lights and diffusers on ceiling and 
wall.

I was contributed since the begin-
ning of the project.  Through con-
cepting, modelling, rendering, and 
preparing for preliminary drawings.
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portfolio // Pazia @ PI
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07. Kids section
08. Costumer service area
09. Built-in interactive-touch   
      table, using PQ-Labs product
10. Different ambience lights on    
      interactive column
11. Cafe
12. Entrance area



portfolio // Blitz Megaplex

Blitz Megaplex
Located	in	Pacific	Place,
Senayan, center of Jakarta.

Lobby hall

Right corridor

Left corridor

01 02

03

01. Axonometric view
02. View from corridor
03. View from entrance pr
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This is a renovation projects on Blitz 
Megaplex, a well known cinemaplex 
in Indonesia.  We were appointed 
to redesign the Lobby hall and both 
wings that connects between the 
lobby and auditoriums.

The concept is inspired by a marvel 
comic character, Venom, we cre-
ated a virus (in white pattern) that 
spreads away begins from the Lobby 
into corridors.  
The virus quantity itself are decreas-
ing from the lobby until corridors.  It 
creates changing of ambience from 
a bright large space into a small and 
dark corridor.  This is to prepare the 
visitor to get in the auditorium which 
is darker than the lobby.

We used lighting elements as a path 
that leads people movements and 
to create a differences ambience 
between areas. 

Completed
(ilataaj project)



portfolio // Blitz Megaplex
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04. Lobby, from right corridor
05. Right corridor 
06. End of left corridor
07. Left corridor
08. Blitz card machine area
09. Lobby, from left corridor pr
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My contribution in this project begins 
from the concepting idea, creating 
3d modelling and rendering both in 
design	process	until	final.		I	also	was	
involved in the drawing process but 
in a minor percentage.



portfolio // Blitz Megaplex
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10. View from entrance
11. Left corridor 
12. Entrance area
13. Lobby, from left corridor pr
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portfolio // Ajie House

Ajie House
Daan Mogot, West Jakarta.
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The client wants to build a new 
home on an empty site.  The site it-
self	is	relatively	flat	with	no	significant	
countour.  

We were briefed to design the house 
with considering natural lights and 
good	air-flow	so	that	they	can	re-
duce the energy uses for the house.  

So we’re trying to split the area into 
3 sections. Which the one in the 
middle are used to be the sircula-
tion area that connects the other 
two sections.  This section will not be 
expressed on  the facade as a solid 
one so that the air sirculation could 
work effectively.

The site is a rectangular shape, 
20 meters long and 10 meters 

Entry access

There is an additional at some areas 
to make it looks more dynamic to 
avoid	a	flat	facade

The house consist of 3 levels, and 
divided on 3 areas.  Two solid 
masses on the sides.

The	floors,	walls	and	also	the	ceil-
ings were designed just like a fold-
ed-paper with different colours 
on both sides

And the gap between solids were 
designed to be a circulation 
area,	to	put	in	more	free	air-flow

A ‘shelter’ as the roof, divided 
from the boxes both in structure 
and expression 
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In construction
(ilataaj project)



portfolio // Ajie House
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01 02

01. Front view at night,
      shows the lighting effects
      on the facade
02. Front view at day

As we can see at pictures beside, 
the composition on the facade are 
designed in a checkered pattern, 
between the solid and the translu-
cent one.

This pattern gives a massive effects 
to make the building looks light and 
floating	and	also	make	it	looks	like	
have a generous space despite it 
have a relative small site size.

The roof were designed to be differ-
ent than the other house ‘s elements 
just to make it look contrast by fram-
ing the house.  

I was involved in concepting pro-
cess, 3d modelling, 3d rendering 
process, and creating drawings  for 
construction.



portfolio // Ajie House
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03. View at the innercourt
04. Living room
05. The living room 
      (view from dining room)
06. Axonometric view



portfolio // Waterpark
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Senayan Aquatic Center
Senayan, Central Jakarta.

The project’s location is in the heart 
of Jakarta, Senayan, a massive 
sporting complex envisioned by the 
country’s	first	President,	Soekarno.		
The project is a rebuild of the exist-
ing swimming facility.  The facility 
was planned to serve the26th SEA 
Games 2011.

ILATAAJ was invited by URBANE IN-
DONESIA as the Facade Designer to 
design its building envelope.  Anoth-
er consultant on board was Arcadia, 
designer of the water theme park.

Two options were presented to the 
Client.The	first	one	is	a	triangular	
panelisation of the double curvature 
shape. Whereas the second option 
is an overlay between a number of 
curvilinear grids to create a moire 
effect 

One of the main brief was to 
achieve the appearance of water 
drops.  Such shape required precise 
geometric exercise.     The internal 
stadium models were provided by 
Urbane, we had to work our model 
around it.  Rules and relationships 
were set up within parameters of 
the digital model.  This enabled us 
to lock its proportions and continuity 
between surfaces while producing 
numerous variations in limited time.

I was involved in modeling process in 
this project.  

Proposal
(ilataaj project)
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Breathing House
Housing-Estate design competition

It was designed due to design-com-
petition held by ‘Housing-estate’ this 
August 2011.

The objective is to design a ‘modern 
tropical-house’ with its concern in 
green design wich is sustainable and 
eco-friendly as well.

There were requirements for rooms 
that must be the part of the house 
itself.  And some areas (rooms) had 
been decided by its minimum size. 

This house is designed to be ‘breath’ 
by  provide continous openings and 
voids that would be the air circula-
tion path-way yet the natural lights 
at day.

There were a lot of application of 
the latest technology in this house 
which support or even plays an 
important role in the ‘green-design’ 
itself.
For example the self-cleaning paint-
ings that could cleaning itself from 
mud or something else  wich is 
maintain-less.  And the transparent 
concrete in separate areas that 
need openings for natural lights and 
privacy at the same time.

Competition - private 
project
(participants)



portfolio // Competition

1st Floor Plan

Front elevation Section Rear elevation

Mezanine Plan 2nd Floor Plan
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portfolio // Competition

Next is a collection of pictures from de-
sign competition that I have participate 
since 2007.

Tunnel House

Bamboo HouseDetachable Garden @Parahyangan University plaza Honorable mention Participant

Participant
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portfolio // OthersSamples of 3d image Renderings.  
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